Directions to the Harrell Medical Education Building, Dean’s Conference Room 128

- For driving directions to the UF Health Hospital complex, the official address is 1600 SW Archer Road, Gainesville, FL. The complex is about 3 miles east of Interstate 75, exit 384.
- Arrive at the UF Health Hospital complex on Archer Road. Turn left at the light for Newell Drive (#1) and make an immediate right for Parking in the garage (#2). We will give you a reduced cost parking voucher at your request. Cash only, paid upon garage exit.
- Exit the garage on foot and turn right (#3). Follow the sidewalk to the end and make a left (#4). Walk to the STOP sign and make a right (#5). After going under the overhead walkway, cross Newell Drive (#6) to the Harrell Medical Education Building (#7).
- Enter the building, walk through the atrium area, and the Dean’s Conference Room will be on your right in room 128 just before the Starbucks. Please call Keely Mason if you need help finding us at 561-779-5279.